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Abstract. Nowadays there is a growing standardization of musical con-
tents. Our finding comes out from a cross-service multi-level dataset
analysis where we study how geography affects the music production.
The investigation presented in this paper highlights the existence of a
“fractal” musical structure that relates the technical characteristics of
the music produced at regional, national and world level. Moreover, a
similar structure emerges also when we analyze the musicians’ popular-
ity and the polarity of their songs defined as the mood that they are able
to convey. Furthermore, the clusters identified are markedly distinct one
from another with respect to popularity and sentiment.
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1 Introduction

Music has been part of human civilization for centuries: it has been referred to as
the universal language. Certainly, every culture has given birth to its own music
“style”: however, as time goes by, the constant collapse of physical barriers as
well as the progressive reduction of geographical distances eased by the media
and the world wide web caused an overall globalization of music.

During the last decade, the constant growing of on-line streaming services
(such as Spotify, Apple Music, Last.fm) has made available to the public the
widest choice of music ever. Emerging bands as well as famous ones can obtain
a global visibility that was unimaginable only a few years ago. In this rapidly
evolving scenario, music seems to have lost its geographical-cultural connotation:
is it true that we are observing a growing standardization of music contents? Are
there peculiar characteristics able to discriminate the music produced in a given
region from the one produced in the country that contains it?
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In this paper, leveraging a cross-service multi-level dataset, we study how
geography affects the music production. Moreover, we study how artists pro-
ducing a specific type of music are able to reach high popularity and how such
popularity is often not related to a specific genre. Our data-driven investiga-
tion highlights the existence of a “fractal” structure that relates the technical
characteristics of the music produced at regional, national and world level. Our
structure reflects the well-knowledge characteristics of fractals objects theorized
in mathematics since it exhibits a detailed pattern that repeats itself at increas-
ingly big scales. Starting from emergent groups of an Italian region (Tuscany),
moving to affirmed Italian artists and finally to a set of world-famous musician,
we identify a multi-level set of profiles transversal to the classical concept of
genre: we show how such profiles remains stable across the different geograph-
ical layers analyzed. Finally, we observed how the mood expressed by artists’
songs as well as their popularity vary w.r.t. the multi-level traversal profiles
they belong to. Once again, we observed the presence of the same structure that
clearly emerges both at different geographical levels and over a multi-level set of
profiles.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 is discussed the
literature involving music data analysis. Section 3 introduces the datasets used in
the current study, and the preprocessing steps performed on them. In Sect. 4 we
show and discuss the fractal structures emerging from the datasets and the music
profiles that we were able to identify applying an unsupervised learning strategy.
Section 5 highlights the relationships of the artists’ popularity and music genres
with respect to the groups discovered. Following the same approach, in Sect. 6 we
analyze the relationships between the song lyrics and the music profiles enriched
with sentiment analysis. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes the paper and discusses some
future research directions.

2 Related Work

During the last decade, the music world has started receiving increasing attention
from the scientific community. Several works [17,18] have analyzed data regard-
ing on-line listening in order to model diffusion of new music genres/artists, as
well as to analyze the behaviors and tastes of users.

Moreover, nowadays the on-line platform Last.Fm is offering a privileged
playground to study different phenomena related to the on-line music consump-
tion. In [19] was proposed a music recommendation algorithm by using multiple
social media information and music acoustic-based contents. Hypergraphs devel-
oped on Last.fm model the objects and relations, and music recommendation is
considered as a ranking problem. In [20] the authors studied the topology of the
Last.Fm social graph asking for similarities in taste as well as on demographic
attributes and local network structure. Their results suggest that users connect
to “on-line” friends, but also indicate the presence of strong “real-life” friend-
ship ties identifiable by the multiple co-attendance of the same concerts. The
authors of [21] measured different dimensions of social prominence on a social
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graph built upon 70k Last.Fm users whose listening were observed for 2 years.
In [22] was analyzed the cross-cultural gender differences in the adoption and
usage of Last.Fm. Using data from Last.Fm and Twitter the authors of [23],
designed a measure that describes diversity of musical tastes and explored its
relationship with variables that capture socioeconomic, demographics, and traits
such as openness and degree of interest in music. In [24] is shown how to define
statistical models to describe patterns of song listening in an on-line music com-
munity. Finally, yet using Last.fm data, in [16] the authors defined a Personal
Listening Data Model able to capture musical preferences through indicators
and patterns, and showed how the employment of such model can provide to
the individual users higher levels of self-awareness. They also discovered that all
the users are characterized by a limited set of musical preferences, but not by a
unique predilection.

In this paper, we are looking for dependencies between different levels of musi-
cal artist by developing a musical profile through clustering techniques. Also in
[25–27] are used clustering techniques on musical data with different purposes. In
[25], is studied the problem of identifying similar artists by integrating features
from diverse information sources. In [27] a compression distance has been used
to generate the similarities among music files and the paper shows some experi-
mental results using these representations and compares the behavior of various
clustering methods. Also in [26] is studied the problem of building clusters of
music tracks in a collection of popular music in the presence of constraints and
is presented an approach incorporating the constraints for grouping music by
similar artists.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first attempt in which three
different data sources of musical data are analyzed and clustered to find contain-
ment patterns and to discover musical dependencies also considering the lyrics
of the songs.

3 Datasets and Preprocessing

In this section, we describe the two different types of dataset sources and the
preprocessing applied to them.

As proxy of the actual musical scene, we exploit musical dataset having three
different level of spatial granularity: world, national and regional. Datasets refer
to world ’s famous musicians, Italian musicians, and emerging youth bands in
Tuscany, respectively.

In Table 1 we describe the details of these datasets. In particular, the TUSCANY
dataset is referred to emerging artists participating in the “100 Band” contest
promoted by “Tuscan Region” and “Controradio” in 2015 [2]. These datasets are
built using the Spotify API [3] and are composed by all the songs present on the
platform for the selected artists. For each artist, we collect songs titles, album
titles, and the number of followers. Furthermore, each song is identified by its
title, artist, and popularity score, that is based on more is played that song. In
addition, each track is described by a set of musical features [7]: acousticness,
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Table 1. Datasets statistics. Within brackets are reported the number of artists for
which at least a single song lyric was available.

Dataset #Artist #Tracks #Genres #Lyrics

WORLD 833,197 (19,218) 5,525,222 1,380 79,204

ITALY 2,379 (710) 502,582 126 28,582

TUSCANY 513 (58) 24,147 28 91

danceability, duration, energy, instrumentalness, liveness, loudness, speechiness,
tempo and valence. All the features range in [0, 1] with the exception of dura-
tion, loudness and tempo. In the preprocessing phase, we normalize these latter
features in order to align all the feature scales.

Moreover, in order to deepen our analysis and consider only the mood trans-
mitted by the players with their sing in terms of lexical content, we integrate
these datasets with the lyrics of the songs. In Table 1 are also described the details
of the lyrics’ datasets. In particular, the WORLD-lyric dataset is collected from
the Genius [4], the ITALY-lyric dataset is collected using SoundCloud API [5],
and, finally, the TUSCANY-lyric is built extracting texts from the results of a
survey. Using Google Form service [6] we gathered musical and personal data
about artists who participated at the Tuscany 100 Band contest.

The first problem we decided to deal with is the grouping of musical genres.
In fact, all three datasets show a large number genres (both minor and major).
Using a list of popular music genres [8,10] we assign each song’s minor genres
to their major class. Then, we group the collected songs in 12 classes: country,
blues, religious, hip hop, latin, electronic, folk, jazz, rock, R&B, pop, a cappella.

In order to process music lyrics with unsupervised methods we first clear the
data. Therefore, to obtain normalized texts, we treat lyrics datasets using a rule-
based cleaning procedure. Following this method, we obtain standardized music
lyrics that can be treated by a general-purpose pipeline of Natural Language
Processing (NLP). After that, music lyrics are lemmatized and Part-Of-Speech
are tagged with the POS tagger TreeTagger [28,29]. We also reduce the noise
selecting only nouns, verbs and adjectives. Doing this, for each text, we obtain
only significant words from the sentiment points of view.

4 The Music Scene Fractal Structure

In order to identify the prototypical type of music produced by each artist in
the datasets, we describe every performer through his medoid song, i.e., his
most representative song identified minimizing the sum of the Euclidean dis-
tances between the Spotify features among all his discography. Once built such
descriptions of each artist, we move on grouping them together on the basis of
the music they produce. Since the available datasets allow us to observe the
music phenomenon from three different hierarchical levels (regional, national
and world-wide), we perform three different levels. The first one describing the
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music of regional artists, the second one describing the music of both regional and
national artists and the last one describing the music of all the artists observed
world-wide.

Through the analysis of the hierarchical clusterings, we aim at understanding
if a fractal structure emerges among the type of music produced at different
geographical levels. We accomplish this task by employing the k-means clustering
algorithm [30] to the computed artist profiles [31]. As first step, in order to
identify a reasonable value of k, i.e., the most appropriate number of clusters,
we calculate the Sum of Squared Error (SSE) distribution for k ∈ [2, 18]. The
SSE distributions for the clusterings computed on the three levels - not showed
for space reasons - follow a common pattern that identifies optimal values of k in
the range [4, 6]. After that we have identified such range, we extract the clusters
for each value of k in it for the three datasets. Finally, from each cluster of each
level, we calculate the medoid of the cluster, i.e., the set of features describing
its most representative artist.

In order to understand if our datasets present a fractal structure, we study
artists’ migration among the clusters when moving from the regional to the world
level. We repeat this activity for each k in the identified range. Figure 1 shows
the clusters coverage - due to space reasons, only for k = 5 - when migrating
from ITALY to WORLD clusters (right figure), and from TUSCANY to ITALY clusters
(left figure). Indeed, these matrices have a strong diagonal prevalence. The same
effect can be observed for all the clusters and for all k-values in the range [4, 6]:
artists’ blocks vary in high percentages from a down-geographical cluster to a
top-geographical cluster.

(a) k=5 (b) k=5

Fig. 1. Matrices clusters coverage when migrating from ITALY to WORLD clusters (left
figure), and from TUSCANY to ITALY clusters (right figure).

We calculated such matrices by matching the pairs of clusters of two different
levels with the highest level of coverage, i.e., by maximizing the purity using the
cluster identifiers as a label. In fact, we can observe how, for instance, regional
artists of a given cluster are re-classified into a cohesive block of the national
level that, in turn is re-classified in a single block of the world level.

Since a fractal structure emerges with all the adopted values of k in the fol-
lowing we detail the clustering obtained only for k = 5. Moreover, music genres’
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(a) cluster0 (b) cluster1 (c) cluster2

(d) cluster3 (e) cluster4

Fig. 2. Artists Profiles: TUSCANY, ITALY, WORLD medoids. From left to right: cluster0,
cluster1, cluster2, cluster3, cluster4

distribution varies within each of the three datasets, consequently affecting their
clusterization. Thus, for each level, entire musical sub-genres fall into specific
clusters.

In order to better analyze and understand the characteristics of these clusters,
we compare the clusters for each dataset by taking advantage of the radar chart in
Fig. 2 computed for k = 5 (we obtain comparable results for k = 4 and for k = 6).
They describe the medoids of the five clusters identified for each dataset: radar
charts underline, one more time, the presence of a fractal structure capturing
very similar profiles across the observed hierarchy levels. This demonstrates that,
for each different level of observation, musically homogeneous artists are well
clustered with artists of the superior step. First of all, we notice how the fractal
structure is perfectly highlighted also by the radar charts. The spikes of the
three different datasets follow the same shape almost for each cluster. At a first
glance of Fig. 2, we can observe that some features are more discriminant than
others. In fact, features like speechiness, liveness, loudness, and tempo present
similar values in each cluster. Despite this, the others features are determinants
for cluster discrimination. Despite some little discrepancy among datasets, we
can group clusters by their similarities. We perceive that cluster0, cluster3 and
cluster4 are expressions of artists in direct opposition to the ones respectively
in cluster1 and cluster2 :

– cluster1 and cluster2 represent melodic, bit danceable without a strong beat,
and negative songs. Clusters diverge only for instrumental scores: cluster1
present low values, on contrary cluster2 show high values;
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– cluster0, cluster3 and cluster4 represents non-melodic, strongly rhythmic and
fairly dancing tracks. cluster0 and cluster4 show very low instrumental val-
ues, while cluster3 show high scores. Furthermore, clusters differs for valence
values: cluster0 presents the highest values, on contrary cluster4 presents the
lowest values.

Since a fractal structure able to relate different geographical levels emerges also
on the other dimensions, in the following sections we analyze the popularity,
followers, genres, and sentiment of the clusters and we will detail only the results
observed at the worldwide level.

5 Genres, Popularity and Followers

In this section, we analyze the collected information regarding artist popularity
and followers as well as song genres. Starting from a dataset-wide discussion we
detail how such dimensions can be used to characterize the identified clusters.

Figure 3(a) shows the overall distributions of both artists and followers with
respect to the 12 genres identified after the cleaning stage. Indeed, the most rep-
resented genres are rock, electronic and pop, meta-classes. As was foreseeable,
these genres also attract a considerable number of followers. However, is inter-
esting noticing that, despite rock ranks a first among the most played genres, it
presents a smaller number of followers than pop music.

(a) Global (b) cluster0 (c) cluster1

(d) cluster2 (e) cluster3 (f) cluster4

Fig. 3. Artists and Followers distribution among clusters.

Figure 4(a) shows the relation between artists’ popularity and followers.
Starting from such plot three subclasses of artists can be identified:
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– Low popularity. A large number of artists present a low popularity, between 0
and 40, and a small number of followers: indeed, a large number of artists are
followed by few people. Such artists could be emerging artists or are likely to
play some kind of niche music.

– Medium-high popularity. Artists having medium popularity, between 40 and
70, are followed by a consistent number of users.

– High popularity. Artists having the very high popularity and that have a
relatively low number of followers.

While the former two classes were somehow expected, the latter one breaks the
common intuition that expects very popular artists to be the ones attracting
more followers.

(a) Global (b) cluster0 (c) cluster1

Fig. 4. Relations between popularity and followers.

Once observed the general behaviors of popularity, followers and genre com-
ponents, we study how they relate with the clustering we obtained in Sect. 4. As
a first step, in order to provide a semantic annotation of the identified clusters,
we describe them exploiting their main genres as well as their profiles. As we can
see from Fig. 3, clusters are strongly heterogeneous since they represent different
music genres. Indeed, the clusters obtained are markedly different among each
other and each cluster distinctly identifies a subset of genres with specific levels
of popularity and number of followers.

Cluster0, Fig. 3(b), can be identified as the electronic/pop/hip hop cluster. It is
represented by artists like Laura Pausini and Vanilla Sky. In this cluster fall few
genres, however, musicians that belong to this profile are followed by the highest
amount of users w.r.t. all clusters. Songs are very suitable for dancing, repetitive,
cheerful and sung. In this cluster also fall all few rap artists but probably, they
have little influence on medoids’ values. However, speechness values are still the
highest of the dataset.

Cluster1, Fig. 3(c), is the jazz/rock cluster. The majority of the artists belong-
ing to this cluster, like Stefano Bollani and Doctor Dixie Jazz Band, have few
followers. The beat pace and high acoustics make tracks unsuitable for dancing
and influence the valence values that are lowest of all others clusters;
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Cluster2, Fig. 3(d), is the pop/folk music cluster. These genres are the most
represented by artists. In this cluster falls artists like Norah Jones and Lucio
Battisti. Tracks are perceived as calm, unsuitable for dancing, primarily vocal
and sad, thus leading to valences score that are fairly negative;

Cluster3, Fig. 3(e), is the electronic/rock cluster and it is represented by artists
such Calvin Harris and Go!Zilla. The most representative genre is the electronic
music, however, users that follow this genre are a few compared by the rock ones.
This cluster represents non-acoustic, strongly danceable with a strong beat, like
dance, house, and minimal music.

Cluster4, Fig. 3(f), is the pop/rock cluster and in this cluster falls artists like
U2 and Green Day. The number of rock and pop followers is moderately high,
while the amount of electronic music is quite low. Songs are strongly rhythmic,
noisy and energetic but slightly danceable. Often, tracks are perceived as angry,
so valences are tendentially negatives.

As final step we study for each cluster the relations between its artists’ popu-
larity and their number of followers. Due to space reasons, Fig. 4 shows the rela-
tion between artists’ popularity and followers only for cluster0 and for cluster1,
but same results are showed for all five clusters. All the clusters are character-
ized by the same trend: most of their artists have medium-low popularity, with
scores between 20 and 40, and are followed by a low amount of users. Moreover,
as popularity grows also followers increase. However, musicians having both high
popularity, over 70, and a high number of followers are few and almost uniformly
spread across all the clusters. Moreover, it’s interesting to observe that in each
cluster there are very few artists with a very high popularity score, over 80,
that are followed by a high number of followers: supposedly, these are famous
international artists.

6 Sentiment Analysis

As a final analysis, we are interested in observing the correlation between the
songs and the feelings they transmit, framing our analysis within our clusters.

We proceed by adopting a lexicon-based approach, exploiting ANEW [32]
as seed-lexicon resource. ANEW provides a set of emotional ratings for 1,034
words in terms of valence, arousal, and dominance. In order to determinate
artists’ polarity, we select the valence values provided from both male and female
subjects.

After calculating the weighted average of the words’ valences vtext as polarity
score, we grouped songs by artists, in order to obtain a polarity value for each
of them. For each artist, we compute the weighted average among his tracks’
polarity. In order to enhance the differences among the levels of the various
scores we apply a logistic function [35] f(x) = L

1+e−k(x−x0) ; where L is the curve
maximum value (we set it equal to 1), k = 10 is the steepness of the curve,
x0 = 0.5 is the x-value of the sigmoid’s midpoint, and x = vtext.
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Fig. 5. Artists’ polar-
ity score distribution
among polarity class.

Fig. 6. Artists’ polar-
ity score distribution
among datasets.

Fig. 7. Artists’ polarity
score distribution among
clusters.

We then apply the aforementioned procedure to each lyrics’ dataset. Then we
grouping emotionally-tagged tracks for each artist and computing the weighted
average among the i-artist’s discography. In order to analyze text belonging to
ITALY-lyric and TUSCANY-lyric we translated the ANEW lexicon in Italian
by using the Python library Goslate [9].

As result, we obtain a comprehensive list of artists each one of them having
a polarity scores in the range [0, 10]. Studying the polarity distributions we note
that the most artists have a polarity score in the range [5, 7], as showed in Fig. 5.
Anyway, we need to keep in mind that a neutral score could indicate that (a)
the artist’s tracks transmit no strong emotions or, (b) they present conflicting
emotions. In order to give a better comprehension of the results, we split artists
based on the polarity score into three class: (a) positive, scores higher than 6;
(b) negative, scores lower than 4, and neutral, scores between 4 and 6. Figure 6
shows the distribution of the artists’ polarity among the three datasets using
ANEW.

Finally, we analyze how the clusters are affected by the polarity scores.
Indeed, we apply the same procedure described above for each of the five clusters.
The other clusters are described by a Gaussian curve similar to the one expressed
by the complete dataset. In fact, all such distributions are multimodal and define
three peaks. The remaining artists reach more extreme polarity scores, with a
long tail to negative values.

Going further into the analysis, we split the artists based on their scores into
the three polarity class identified above. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the
artists’ polarity among the three clusters using ANEW. As we can observe, the
most represented category still remains the neutral one, while the less represented
is the negative one.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we have proposed a data-driven investigation of the music scene.
We have fulfilled this task by relying on a composite dataset built upon het-
erogeneous on-line resources. We compared song technical features, lyrics and
artist popularity across three hierarchical geographic layers (world, national and
regional). Our analysis identifies the existence of very stable clustering structure
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able to describe cross-genre music profiles. We highlighted how such clusters
describe a fractal structure: apparently, disregarding the geographical granular-
ity observed, all the artists observed can be profiled and categorized in a reduced
and well defined set of clusters. Moreover, we analyzed artists’ popularity and
fan base observing how their distributions describe a similar trend in all the
identified clusters. Finally, looking to the artists’ song lyrics we were able to
observe the emotional valence of the identified meta-profiles.

As future works we plan to consolidate (and extend with data coming from
other sources) the cross-domain dataset we collected and to build upon it –
exploiting the results of the present study – a recommender system that enables
its users to discover novel artist on the base of their tastes, mood and locations.
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